CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY | GOLD TO GO

Gold to go®
The gold ATM

DESKO PENTA Scanner®
FAST – RELIABLE – SECURE

Advantages
✓ Fast and easy verification of travel or ID documents
✓ Special designed for OEM integration – PENTA
✓ Scanner® Cube/Cube® solution
✓ Optional barcode reader for e.g. vouchers
✓ No moving parts – maintenance free

STATEMENT Ex oriente Lux:

Thomas Geissler, CEO of Ex Oriente Lux AG, said: “There has to be an easy access to physical precious metal for everybody offered at fair prices.”

“With the PENTA Scanner® we supply an important security aspect for the GOLD TO GO ATM.”, said DESKO Managing Director Bruno Geyer.

Buying gold with PENTA Technology

It can be found in the famous Golden Nugget Casino in Las Vegas, on the 124th floor of the luxurious Burj Khalifa in Dubai and in already 23 German cities – the unique GOLD to go ATM. Buying gold at an ATM, an idea which amazes and fascinates people all over the world.

The initiative to this innovative sales concept for the desired precious metal comes from the company Ex Oriente Lux AG who revolutionized the traditional gold sale with the GOLD to go ATM. Thomas Geissler, CEO of the mid-sized company based in Reutlingen, Germany, said: “There has to be an easy access to physical precious metal for everybody offered at fair prices.” The ATM contains gold and silver bars together with traditional coins offered at real-time prices and a 10-day sale or return guarantee. When it comes to precious metal, high security arrangements are necessary. That is the reason for the cooperation from Ex Oriente Lux AG and DESKO GmbH, a leading provider of data entry, security and payment systems and concepts.

“With the DESKO PENTA Scanner® we supply an important security aspect for the GOLD to go ATM.”, said DESKO Managing Director Bruno Geyer. To observe legal requirements according to the money laundering and an ID verification of the buyer has to be made on transactions worth more than € 7,500. This is done by the DESKO PENTA Scanner® which reads and verifies data from any ID or travel document.

With the GOLD to go ATM DESKO shows the various and flexible fields of application of the DESKO PENTA Scanner® within the travel, immigration and payment area.
DESKO PENTA Scanner®

DESKO Strategy – Key Facts
The DESKO PENTA Scanner® is a full-page, multiple light source passport and ID document scanner.

Digital data collection of all travel & ID documents possible:
✓ Automated data capture from ID & travel documents
✓ Automated verification of documents
✓ Reads biometric passports (RFID/e-Pass)
✓ Future-proof investment due to full NFC support

DESKO Product Information
The DESKO PENTA Scanner® is based on a revolutionary PENTA-optics system and latest image technology. This approach delivers all state-of-the-art security; however, is much easier to use and smaller in design. It delivers a full-page color image as well as a decoded MRZ of the document.

As an additional option the device is capable of decoding 1D/2D barcodes from documents or displays (e.g. mobile phones). No user integration is required. Hence, it is the most productive solution for your security, passenger or self-service positions.

FEATURES
- Full-page scanner
- Future-proof (NFC & RFID)
- 1D/2D barcode
- Magnetic stripe reader
- UV illumination

DESKO PENTA Scanner® the all-in-one device, no upgrades or extensions necessary.

DESKO Customer
Milestones
- May 2009: development of the first GOLD to go ATM prototype.
- May 2010: first installations of the gold ATM in Germany and the United Arab Emirates.

After the first installations in 2010 the gold ATM celebrate huge success not only in Germany with up to 23 installations but also at 13 locations around the world. That is why the GOLD to go ATM can be found for instance in the most famous gambling cities Las Vegas and Atlantic City, USA on top of the world’s highest building the Burj Khalifa in Dubai or the Westfield Shopping Center in London, England.

And there are more cities to come…
Right now Ex Oriente Lux prepares new installations in great cities like Paris, New York or Hong Kong.
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